
XML-First by the numbers... 

85%

First-proof 
Acceptance Rate

25%

Reduction in 
Production Costs

Reduced Time to 
Publication

12–27
 Days

XML turns your documents from a 
mash of text and objects into a 
sortable, adjustable, hierarchical 
collection of content pieces. XML 
describes content in structural 
terms and uses machine readable 
tags to communicate structural 
definitions, meanings and 
relationships.

What is XML?

(eXtensible Markup Language)

Final manuscripts in 
richly tagged XML 
form – tagged at 
the authoring stage 
– can be used for a 
multitude of output 
formats, without 
edits or adaptation. 

Content is touched 
only once and all 
further deliverables 
can be created from 
this single data 
source.
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How Does XML Help in Publishing?

Publishing of 
content in real 

time

Increased data 
integrity across 

multiple formats

Integration with 
any typesetting 

software

Ease of content 
localization/ 

internationalization

Platform-agnostic 
content creation
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XML-First Benefits 

XML

“Ahead of Print” 
publishing 
flexibility
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Increased web 
discoverability

Multiple delivery 
formats from a 

single data source

XML

Corrections at 
any stage 

As with HTML, XML uses tags to divide content into chapters, headings, 
paragraphs, block-quotes, etc. 

However, the following are a few key reasons that really sets XML 
apart from HTML in a content publishing workflow:

XML
  <book>
        <title>
 Sense and Sensibility
        </title>
        <author>
 Jane Austen
        </author>
        <year>
 1811
        </year>
   </book>

EXTENSIBILITY
XML permits creation of content-specific 
custom tags; HTML tags are pre-defined 

and limited in vocabulary

XML
  <firstName>Maria</firstName>

  <lastName>Smith</lastName>

  <dateBirth>14-10-1948</dateBirth>

HTML
<font size=“3”> Maria Smith</font>

<b>14-10-1948</b>

SIMPLICITY
XML Describes the Content; 
HTML Presents the Content 

UNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY
XML can be understood by any program, operating system or database; HTML 

needs to be made understandable 

Why XML and Not HTML
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Want to Know More? Contact Us

The XML-First Competitive AdvantageThe XML-First Competitive Advantage

To be competitive in today's market, publishers need to have 
multi-purpose content that can be easily converted from one form to 

another. This reduces time-to-market while increasing accessibility, reuse, 
and reach. This can be achieved by changing your content publishing 

workflow flow from being PDF-centric to being XML-First.
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https://www.ebsco.com/publisher-support/contact

